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Parvovirus minute virus of mice interacts with sites of cellular DNA damage to establish and amplify its lytic infection
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Figure 1. The replicating MVM genome associates with cellular sites undergoing DNA damage. (A) Representative confocal images of Mock versus MVM infected murine A9 cells at 16 hpi, probing MVM-NS1 (red) and the DDR factors FANCD2 and γ-H2AX, and the irrelevant transcription factor NR5A2 (green), quantified in (B). Blue corresponds to DAPI staining. Nuclear border is indicated by dashed white line. (B) The distances between NS1 and indicated DDR proteins were calculated from deconvolved confocal z-stacks using Huygens and ImageJ programs (described in Materials and methods), and the non-associated transcription factor NR5A2 was used as a negative control. Results are represented as grey scatterplots from three independent infections, with the median value of the dataset depicted by a red line. Black error bars represent the interquartile range of the dataset. Figure 1 continued on next page
The radius of APAR bodies were calculated by measuring the diameter of APAR bodies from multiple fields from three independent infections at 16 hpi imaged using confocal microscopy and deconvolved using Huygens software. The radius of APAR body was calculated by dividing the median diameter by 2, and is represented as a dashed horizontal line. Significant differences are denoted as *p<0.05, **p<0.005 and ****p<0.0005 (one-way ANOVA, multiple comparisons).

(C) Representative image of an APAR body at 16 hpi imaged using a super-resolution Airyscan imaging platform, where NS1 (red) stains the APAR body and γ-H2AX (green) stains for DNA damage. DAPI stains the nuclear border, demarcated by a white dashed line.

(D) Super-resolution GSD-STORM imaging of MVM-APAR bodies at 16 hpi and cellular DDR markers, including FANCD2 (left) and γ-H2AX (right). The nuclear borders are demarcated by a dashed white line and were identified by brightfield imaging (not shown). The inset shows magnifications of the APAR bodies (red) and the respective DDR protein (green).
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Figure 2. The MVM genome associates with distinct sites on the cellular genome. (A) Schematic of the V3C-seq assay showing how MVM-host cell genomic proximity is frozen by crosslinking, followed by digesting (with HindIII) and intramolecularly ligating to generate novel MVVM-host cell DNA.

Figure 2 continued on next page.
hybrids. This DNA library is subjected to a second round of digestion with a frequently-digesting 4 base-pair endonuclease (NlaIII), before circularizing and generating a sequencing library of all hybrid fragments that associate with the MVM genome. 

**Bottom** Detailed schematic of the duplex form of MVMp genome containing the primary restriction enzyme site (HindIII) with its associated inverse PCR primer (blue arrow), and the secondary restriction enzyme site (NlaIII) with its associated inverse PCR primer (orange arrow) utilized for circularization. The single stranded version of the genome is depicted in solid black line and complementary strand in dotted black line. 

**Figure 2 continued**

Associations of the MVM genome with sites on the cellular DNA mapped using V3C-seq assays are presented. Representative examples of murine chromosome 17 (top) and chromosome 19 (bottom) are shown for three timepoints post-infection: 12 hpi (red), 16 hpi (blue) and 20 hpi (green). The data represents an average of at least 2 independent experiments with y-axis values reflecting the reads per million (rpm) sequence reads averaged over 5 contiguous fragments (as described in Materials and methods). The y-axis scale is from 1 to 6 rpm, whereas the x-axis is 95 Mb for chromosome 17 (top) and 61 Mb for chromosome 19 (bottom). Large genomic regions that associate with MVM, termed Virus Associated Domains (VADs), are shown by red boxes, but this indication is not meant to restrict this nomenclature to regions of this size. 

**Figure 2 continued**

Genomic regions spanned by V3C-seq peaks greater than 5 total reads were selected, and the common regions between different timepoints were intersected using BEDTools (see Materials and methods). In the Venn diagrams on the left panel, the red set represents genomic regions that were covered by 12 hpi, blue represents 16 hpi and green represents 20 hpi. The regions common to 12 and 16 hpi are shown in purple (top), while 16 and 20 hpi are in yellow (bottom). The percent of genomic regions that are common are depicted in the intersected set. Statistical significance of the overlap was computed using Jaccard analysis on BEDtools (right panels, red crosses) between the top ten thousand V3C-seq peaks at 12, 16 and 20 hpi timepoints, with control comparisons permuted by determining the extent of overlap with a randomly generated peak file containing domains of equivalent V3C-seq peaks (represented by black squares). 

**Figure 2 continued**

3C-qPCR was performed on synchronized murine A9 cells infected with MVM with an MOI of 5 for 16 hr, as described in Materials and methods, and then analyzed with the viewpoint on the MVM genome. The association of MVM with a HindIII site in the Chr19 VAD (at position 19qA) was quantified relative to nearest neighbor interactions of contiguous HindIII fragments on the Ercc3 locus. 3C-qPCR analysis was performed in (E), parasynchronized NIH-3T3 cells infected for 12 and 16 hr with MVMp, and (F), EL4 cells with MVMi, assayed from the MVM viewpoint. Association was tested with four VADs (10qC1, 19qA, 15qE1 and 17qA3.3) and a negative control site on Chromosome 17 (17qE1.1). Data is presented as mean ± SEM of three independent experiments. 

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.37750.004
**Figure 2—figure supplement 1.** MVM replication during viral infection and correlation of V3C-seq interaction sites. (A) MVM replication over the timecourse of viral infection in parasynchronized murine A9 cells. A9 cells were infected at an MOI of 5. Cells were harvested at the indicated timepoints and Southern blot was performed as described in Materials and methods. DNA content was measured by nanodrop and equal amount of DNA was loaded in each well. The blot was hybridized with radiolabeled MVM probe and single stranded DNA, and replicative intermediates monomer and dimer forms are indicated on the right. (B) MVM interaction sites on the mouse genome across independent replicates at different timepoints were compared pairwise, and presented in the form of a clustered heatmap of Spearman correlation coefficients on the Galaxy server (Afgan et al., 2016; Ramírez et al., 2016). The timepoints and experimental replicate are indicated on the X and Y axes. Blue squares designate high correlation and red squares designate low correlation, and the spectrum of colors to correlation is shown below the heatmap.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.37750.005
Figure 2—figure supplement 2. Genome browser snapshots of MVM interaction sites on all chromosomes in the mouse genome. 12 hpi (red), 16 hpi (blue), 20 hpi (orange) and 24 hpi (black) timepoints are shown. The y-axis values are depicted on the right hand side. Since MVM interaction at 24 hpi
did not show a characteristic distribution and had high rpm values (consistent with overwhelming levels of MVM replication in the host cell nucleus), it was not used for quantile normalization of interaction sites at 12, 16 and 20 hpi. Chromosomes 17 and 19 are presented in Figure 2B. DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.37750.006
Figure 3. The MVM genome initiated infection at sites of cellular DNA damage that in mock infected cells also exhibited DNA damage as the cells cycled through S-phase, and as infection progressed, localized to additional sites of induced damage. (A) Representative quantile normalized ChIP-seq
plots of γ-H2AX binding to the cellular genome on Chromosome 17 (top) and Chromosome 19. The tracks represent γ-H2AX ChIP-seq peaks in A9 cells that are mock infected at 12 hr post release (green), MVM infected at 16 hpi (blue), 20 hpi (yellow), and HU treated A9 cells 12 hr (maroon). V3C-seq peaks at 16 hpi are also shown at the bottom for comparison (blue). Red rectangle denotes VAD sites, and γ-axis values for ChIP-seq peaks have been restricted from 0 to 5 reads per million. (B) The EPIC-called ChIP-seq peaks at different timepoints for MVM infection were analyzed for coincident γ-H2AX binding using BEDTools (Quinlan and Hall, 2010), and the resulting distances covered on the genome were plotted on Venn Diagrams as percentage of total coverage. Statistical significance of the overlap was determined using Jaccard analysis on BEDtools (far right, red crosses), with a control comparison permuted by determining the extent of overlap with a randomly generated peak file with domains of equivalent size as ChIP-seq peaks (represented as black squares). (C) γ-H2AX peaks from ChIP-seq experiments were intersected with VAD peaks identified in Figure 1C for the corresponding timepoints (Mock γ-H2AX was intersected with 12 hpi). The percentage of total regions that coincided were calculated and plotted for VAD-associated γ-H2AX peaks (designated as 'V3C-positive'), and γ-H2AX associated VAD-peaks. (D) Heatmap of MVM association with DNA damaged sites were generated using DeepTools on the Galaxy server (Afgan et al., 2016; Ramirez et al., 2016). The average V3C enrichment on 1 Megabase around γ-H2AX positive sites were determined and plotted as shown.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.37750.007
Figure 1—figure supplement 1. Genome browser snapshots of γ-H2AX occupancy over the entire mouse genome at different timepoints of MVM infection. Occupancy in mock infected and HU treated cells is also shown. Chromosomes 17 and 19 are presented in Figure 3A. γ-H2AX binding at the different timepoints and treatments are compared with MVM interaction sites at 16 hpi assayed by V3C-seq.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.37750.008
Figure 3—figure supplement 2. MVM DNA damage interactions. (A) Alkaline comet assays were performed in uninfected, doxorubicin treated (200 nM) or MVM infected murine A9 cells for 24 hr, and DNA fragmentation was visualized using immunofluorescence microscopy. (B) Immunoblot analysis of MVM infection in rodent F-111 cells pulsed with (or without) 2 mM HU for 4 hr prior to infection with MVM at an MOI of 10 for 20 hr. Cells were harvested as described and analyzed for MVM replication via assaying NS1 levels and γ-H2AX in the nuclear lysates. Beta-Actin levels were used as loading control for the immunoblots. (C) (Left) UCSC genome browser screenshots of the VAD regions on chromosomes 17 (17qA3.3) and 19 (19qA) demarcated by red boxes in Figure 3A. (Right) Representative UCSC genome browser screenshots of the red boxes in the left panel of Figure 3—figure supplement 2C at Narfl, Vwa7, Ehd1 and Slc29a2 loci containing SICER-called ChIP-seq peaks for gamma-H2AX in HU treated A9 cells and MVM interaction sites mapped by V3C-seq at 16 hpi. DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.37750.009
Figure 4. MVM NS1 colocalizes to sites of cellular DNA damage along with MVM genome. (A) Representative quantile normalized ChIP-seq plots of MVM-NS1 (purple) and BRCA1 (pink) binding to the cellular genome on Chromosome 17 (top) and Chromosome 19 (bottom), with γ-H2AX and V3C at 16 hpi. Red rectangle denotes VAD sites, and y-axis values for ChIP-seq peaks have been restricted from 0 to 5 reads per million. (B) The enrichment of Figure 4 continued on next page.
NS1 (left), BRCA1 (middle) and γ-H2AX (right) around MVM-associated regions were calculated and plotted as heatmaps using DeepTools on the Galaxy server (Ramírez et al., 2016). (C) The fraction of NS1 and DDR-positive genomic regions that colocalized with V3C at 16 hpi were calculated using BEDTools, and presented as VAD-positive sites. A library of randomly generated ChIP-seq peaks on the mouse genome with the same fragment size as the called peaks was used as control and also intersected with the MVM-VADs.
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Figure 4—figure supplement 1. Called peaks from DDR ChIP-seq in HU-treated primary mouse splenocytes were compared with DDR ChIP-seq in MVM infected murine A9 fibroblasts at 16 hpi. The comparisons are presented in the form of heatmaps for (A) BRCA1 binding (green) and (B) γ-H2AX modification (blue). (C) The spatial interaction of MVM with common fragile sites were assayed in parasynchronized human NB-324K cells infected with MVM for 16 hr. Focused 3C-qPCR was performed with Taqman probes on the MVM genome, and assayed for interaction with the prototypical human fragile site FRA3B, as well as two other sites FRA5H and FRA11F. Data is presented as mean ± SEM of three independent experiments. DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.37750.011
Figure 4—figure supplement 2. Comparisons of MVM-associated VAD sites with topological structure of the mouse nucleome. Hi-C contact maps in murine CH12 cells were visualized in comparison with MVM-V3C in A9 cells at 16 hpi (grey tracks on top) using the Juicebox data visualization platform.
Figure 4—figure supplement 2 continued

(presented as red heatmaps, [Durand et al., 2016; Rao et al., 2014]). Representative contact maps are shown for Chromosomes: (A) 17, (B) 19, (C) 3 and (D) 7. Blue squares indicate robust VAD regions that coincide with Hi-C contact domains. (E) MVM interaction sites on the mouse genome identified by V3Cseq at 16 hpi was also overlayed with published chromatin marks (Kraushaar et al., 2013) for Type A chromatin (Rao et al., 2014) including tri-methylated histone H3 at lysine 36 (H3K36me3), acetylated histone H3 at lysine 27 (H3K27ac), mono-methylated histone H3 at lysine 4 (H3K4me1) and acetylated histone H3 at lysine 9 (H3K9ac) in Aphidicolin-induced NIH-3T3 cells (Kraushaar et al., 2013). Reads-per- million (rpm) values of the ChIP-seq pulldowns are indicated to the right of each corresponding histogram track.
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Figure 5. FISH assays confirmed that MVM localized with cellular sites of DNA damage. (A) Schematic of Chromosomes 19 and 6 showing where MVM associates with the mouse genome in A9 cells at 16 hr post infection, depicting the sites where FISH probes were designed. Representative GSD-STORM images show the spatial localization of the MVM genome (red) with (B) chromosome 19 VAD (19qA, green), (C) chromosome 6 control site (6 pA, cyan), and (D) both probe sets. (B) The MVM probe is labelled in red, while the cellular VAD site at 19qA is labelled in green. The insets show magnified views of the MVM-VAD probe sets demarcated by red rectangles in the original image. (C) The MVM probe is labelled in red and cellular site

Figure 5 continued on next page
Figure 5 continued

associated with non-VAD at 6 pA (shown in 5A, bottom) is labelled in cyan. Red arrowheads indicate the location of the MVM probes, and the cyan arrowhead indicates the location of the 6 pA region of the cellular genome. (D) Relative locations of the MVM genome with cellular VAD-associated site at 19qA (green) and non-VAD site at 6 pA (cyan) in the same cell. The inset shows a magnified view of the MVM-VAD probe set, and cyan arrows indicate the non-VAD-associated probes. Nuclear borders are labelled in white dotted line. Scale is presented as a white line and measures 2 μm. (E) The absolute distance between MVM and cellular genome at sites identified as VADs (19qA and 15qE) versus VAD-negative sites (12qA3 and 17qA2) were calculated using 3D-FISH. Results are depicted as grey dots for each individual APAR body in multiple fields from least three independent infections of parasynchronized A9 cells at 16 hpi, with the median distance represented by a red line. Black error bars represent the interquartile range of the dataset. The median radius of an APAR body at 16 hpi is shown as a dashed horizontal line, and teal shading indicates the domain which would be occupied by the APAR body. Significant differences are denoted as ****p<0.0005 (one-way ANOVA, multiple comparisons). ns designates non-significant statistical differences between datasets.
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Figure 6. MVM associates with artificially-engineered sites of DNA damage. (A) Murine A9 fibroblasts were infected with MVM at an MOI of 10 for 18 hr. Cells were sensitized with Hoechst 33342 solution prior to irradiation in selected regions of interest with a 405 nanometer laser (top 3 panels), and...
were compared with un-irradiated cells (bottom panel). Cells were fixed and analyzed for the localization of DNA damaged sites (detected by green γ-H2AX staining), with that of MVM NS1 protein (red). The irrelevant transcription factor NR5A2 (red) was used as a negative control as this marker that does not colocalize with APAR bodies (see Figure 1). The nuclear periphery is demarcated with dotted white lines and DAPI staining.  

(B) Schematic of γ-H2AX binding to the cellular genome on chromosome 9 (top panel) compared with MVM-interaction sites (bottom panel) in parasynchronized murine A9 cells infected with MVM (MOI 5) for 16 hr. The site where guide RNAs were designed for DDR induction is shown as a red rectangle and labelled ‘CRISPR/Cas9’. Focused V3C-qPCR assays were performed in A9 cells constitutively expressing LentiCRISPRv2 which were transiently transfected with guide RNAs (nontargeting, labelled as ‘CTRL’ or specific to the 9qE1 site, labelled as ‘TGT’), and infected with MVM at an MOI for 5 for 16 hr. The spatial association of MVM with cellular sites were determined with Taqman probes on (C), the MVM genome, and reciprocal interaction with the Taqman probe on (D), the 9qE1 break site. (E) MVM association with Chr19 VAD at 19qA was tested by focused Taqman qPCR. NS1 occupancy at (F), the 9qE1 break site and (G), the 19qA VAD was assayed by ChIP-qPCR in cells transfected with non-targeting (CTRL) and specific (TGT) guide RNAs. Background levels were determined using IgG pulldowns. qPCR data are presented as mean ± SEM of three independent experiments.
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